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Lasernet for Dynamics 365 Finance and
Operations
Release Version: 6.21

Release date: 5th June 2024

Notes
Click to download Lasernet FO Connector 6.21.

Click to view the enhancements and fixes in more detail.

Click to view the Model and Prerequisites page.

Maintenance Report
This page describes the enhancements and fixes in Lasernet FO Connector 6.21.

Version numbers:

Dynamics Finance and Operations 10.0.38 PU62 Version: 6.21.0.2406051

Dynamics Finance and Operations 10.0.39 PU63 Version: 6.21.0.2406052

Dynamics Finance and Operations 10.0.40 PU64 Version: 6.21.0.2406053

Maintenance report
This page describes the enhancements and fixes in Lasernet FO Connector 6.21.

Case no. Area Description Ticket no. Status

426418@LAC365FO An issue arises with custom formats caching. Bug fix

426009@LAC365FO Backup import Error message for non-existing fields in Direct
SQL.

Enhancement

425710@LAC365FO Top picking Error message: “Object reference not set to an
instance of an object”.

#38779 Bug fix

425583@LAC365FO Error message: "Value cannot be null". Bug fix

425451@LAC365FO Import files now support white spaces. Bug fix

425421@LAC365FO
425313@LAC365FO Expression editor

Expression editor confuses single and double-
quoted strings.

#38865 Bug fix

425348@LAC365FO Email body/Image It is not possible to add images to predefined
destinations.

#38835 Bug fix

424991@LAC365FO It is not possible to create a record in the report
Structure (LACReportElement).

Bug fix
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423456@LAC365FO Report An issue arises when the file name of an image
within a report starts with a number.

Bug fix

423352@LAC365FO Lasernet Tutorial Method for BOM Explosion within Lasernet
Tutorial (source code) and Lasernet FO Connector
(binary).

Enhancement

423350@LAC365FO Lasernet Tutorial Support is needed for Code to print ProForma,
found in Post invoice proforma > Get PDF.

#38240 Bug fix

423339@LAC365FO Query Query wizard deletes Values in Elements #38523 Bug fix

423013@LAC365FO Query Node clones are inserted as child nodes even
when they are parent nodes instead.

#38409 Bug fix

422777@LAC365FO Query When a field containing an image is added to the
Query wizard, the Data type is set to Container by
default.

Bug fix

422767@LAC365FO Query OneClick function now enables adding
fields/methods in the Query wizard.

Enhancement

422746@LAC365FO Translation The Dutch (nl) translation for the Lasernet
Printers overview is incorrect.

#38443 Bug fix

422617@LAC365FO Test and Performance Suite It is not possible to import both "Test checkpoint"
and "Document value" at the same time.

Bug fix

422413@LAC365FO Print management LAC81WHSContainerContentsController_Extension
duplicates functionality that cannot be switched
off.

#38032 Bug fix

421631@LAC365FO Attachments An issue arises with
MailAttachmentFileMimeType.

#38296 Bug fix

421601@LAC365FO Print management Pre-saved report name finder data blocks
Lasernet Connector destinations in dialog.

#38181 Bug fix

421600@LAC365FO Backup export An export issue arises with the Range of type
Array.

#38260 Bug fix

421562 @LAC365FO Backup Error handling for creating backups has been
improved.

Enhancement

421346@LAC365FO Backup export/import An issue arises when trying to import AOT Queries
that use cross-company in AOT.

#38214
#38251

Bug fix

421345@LAC365FO DataVerse/OData CE Importing Odata Queries causes relations to
change from Outer to Inner joins.

#38212 Bug fix

420697 @LAC365FO Test and Performance Suite An issue arises when trying to right-click the
preview and review of an XML file.

Bug fix

420572@LAC365FO Expression An issue arises when using the
LACOriginalDocumentTitle method within an
Expression.

#38075 Bug fix

420557@LAC365FO Report execution An Error message appears if a report contains a
fixed Email subject/body.

#38061 Bug fix

420552@LAC365FO Formatting data type An issue arises when the same data type is used
more than once.

#38072 Bug fix

418133@LAC365FO Expression editor Enhancement of the Expression editor
functionality.

#37881
#37880

Enhancement

416910@LAC365FO Print management Region-specific format is triggered when printing
to Lasernet, even when Standard Format is
selected in Print management.

#37953 Bug fix

415459@LAC365FO Print management An issue arises regarding the number of copies
set in Printer settings initialization.

Bug fix

415350@LAC365FO Review before sending Two new options have been added that users can
choose from when reviewing reports.

#37850 New feature

415218@LAC365FO Test and Performance Suite Error: “You are unable to navigate directly to this
menu item...”.

#37709 Bug fix

409604@LAC365FO Query An issue arises when trying to create a Range
that includes the ValidTo and ValidFrom fields.

#37159 Bug fix

408871@LAC365FO Build pipelines A Test Unit has been added to the model
LACTestSuite to prevent errors when using a build
pipeline.

#37066 Bug fix

399154@LAC365FO Backup export/import A horizontal slider has been added to the UI. Enhancement



396906@LAC365FO Translation The report summary contains a typo. Bug fix

388866@LAC365FO Backup export/import An option has been added to export Only active
reports.

Enhancement

385609@LAC365FO Test and Performance Suite Replicate test data now supports the creation of
Intercompany sales orders.

Enhancement

381360@LAC365FO Autoform DM A specific property needs to be applied to forms
that contain auto-refresh grids with a timer.

Bug fix

381089@LAC365FO Test and Performance Suite Replicate test data now supports the creation of
attachments.

Enhancement

379609@LAC365FO Autoform DM The Language text lookup in the Autoform DM
module now includes a delay, similar to other
Lasernet Connector modules.

Enhancement

379541@LAC365FO Backup export/import The same logic used for table selection in
export/import can be used for default/predefined
selection.

Bug fix

375778@LAC365FO Backup export/import A new option is available to only include a report
in the Report group if the report exists within the
file used for the import.

Enhancement

371615@LAC365FO DataVerse/OData CE Recording for an entity now includes OData Direct
Submit calls.

Enhancement

371609@LAC365FO Autoform DM An issue arises when the Number key is used in
the Application Query with the Is Not Null match
type.

Bug fix

371484@LAC365FO Autoform DM A faulty DM server config leads to an error: the
text of the error message needs to be more
informative.

Bug fix
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